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SAN FLAMINGO, HOLDERS POLO RIDGE, ST. JAMES, BARBADOS

Saint James, Barbados

San Flamingo is truly of a standard beyond description. This wonderful five-bedroom villa is set amongst

lush, green, exquisitely landscaped gardens. San Flamingo is a marvellous example of antique design and

Caribbean architecture sitting on the best lot in the Holders Ridge Estate just off the Barbados Polo Club’s

Field with panoramic views of the beautiful west coast of Barbados and the Caribbean Sea beyond.

San Flamingo is strategically situated away from the hustle and bustle but is still 5 minutes away from all

the amenities of Sandy Lane and Holetown. Guests can head out for dinner at Tides Restaurant or Fusion

Rooftop Lounge, a night cap at Red Door or West Bar, and the next day relax on the beach by Sandy Lane

Hotel for a cocktail and some ‘stargazing’.

San Flamingo offers five bedrooms all set on one level making it a perfect house for families and persons

with limited mobility. All bedrooms feature ensuite bathrooms and air conditioning, the master bedroom

has two large glass doors which allow for cool breezes and ocean views from the time you open your eyes.

The lovely outdoor pool increases the enjoyment of the gorgeous landscape with loungers and an

expansive lawn where children can play while parents relax and read a book or catch up with old friends.

There is also a private tennis court which includes a practice wall.

Indoors you will find an extremely spacious, relaxing, and delightfully furnished décor. There is an open

kitchen, dining and living areas all add to the luxury and class of this stylish estate.

Contact our reservations team today to schedule your next holiday at the beautiful San Flamingo Villa.
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates: 
$700 US /night 
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Realtors Luxury Villa 

Rentals

Telephone: +1 (246) 537-6930WhatsApp: +1 (246) 832-0087

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  5

Bathrooms:  5

Listed:  26 Jan 2022
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